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INTRODUCTION

• Cerebral Amyloid Angiopathy (CAA) is characterized
by β-amyloid (Aβ) deposition in the leptomeningeal
or cortical arterioles or capillaries
• Occipital regions are favoured for unknown reasons
• Sporadic or hereditary forms
• Strong association with Alzheimer's disease (but is its
own entity)

Comparing Familial & Sporadic CAA
Characteristics

Familial

Sporadic

Incidence

Rare

More common

Age of onset

Younger

Older (>55)

Predominant clinical
manifestation

Cognitive Impairment

Lobar ICH

Genetic Mutations
or Risk Factors

Genes coding APP

APOE ε4/ε2

Prognosis

Poor

Worsen with age

(Autosomal dominant)

Mutations in
Amyloid Precursor Protein (APP) Gene

Sporadic Small
Vessel Disease

Cerebral Amyloid
Angiopathy

Sporadic Nonamyloid
Microangiopathy
(Hypertensive Arteriopathy)

Larger cortical vessels have short and long penetrating arterioles to
supply the cortex & subcortical white matter. Deep perforators of the
cortical arteries supply the base of the brain. These arteriolar systems
do not interconnect and end around the lateral ventricles.

Neuroimaging Features of
Cerebral Small Vessel Disease
1) Lacunar infarcts
2) White matter
hyperintensities
3) Enlarged perivascular
spaces
4) Cerebral microbleeds
5) Cortical superficial
siderosis
6) Cortical
microinfarcts

HISTORY
Gustav
Oppenheim
(1909)

• Described
vascular Aβ
deposition in
CNS
• 6/14 brain
autopsies of
patients with
senile dementia
had necrotic foci
adjacent to
hyalinized
capillaries

Scholz WZ
(1938)

• Published first
article on
cerebrovascular
abnormalities

Stefanos
Pantelakis
(1954)

• Observed that
CAA is limited to
vascular media
and lacks
parenchymal
involvement
• Described the 6
hallmark features
of CAA

Okazaki
(1979)

• Published an
article, clarifying
the relationship
betweeen CAA
and lobar ICH
• Studied 23
autopsies of CAA
at the Mayo
Clinic and found
ICH to be
common

6 Hallmark Features of CAA
[Stefanos Pantelakis 1954]
1) Preferential involvement of the small arteries and capillaries of the
meninges, cerebral cortex, and cerebellar cortex
2) Topographical distribution favouring the posterior brain regions
3) Lack of staining of vessels in the white matter
4)Association with increased age and dementia
5) Lack of association with hypertension and arteriosclerosis
6) Lack of association with amyloidosis of the other organs

Pathophysiology of CAA

Disruptions in
conformational 3-D
folding

Increase in β-sheet

Insoluble, oligomeric
structures prone to
fibrillation & deposition

Inflammation,
complement activation,
oxidative stress, cell
toxicity, alterations in
blood brain barriers

Amyloid Ratios
Aβ-40
- Shorter
- More soluble
- Predominates in arterial walls
- CAA characterized by ↑ Aβ40:Aβ42

Aβ-42
- Longer
- Less soluble
- Predominates in neuritic plaques
- AD characterized by ↓ Aβ40:Aβ42

Pathophysiology of CAA
Abnormalities in perivascular drainage of Aβ from interstitial fluid
is also strongly implicated in CAA & AD.
Two strongly proposed pathways include:
1. Glymphatic system:
• Aquaporin-4 (AQP4) channel is an important protein in the pathway
• Mice with AQP4 knockout showed a reduction in tracer clearance
• Post-mortem autopsies in patients with CAA or AD show absent/decreased
AQP4 channels in astrocyte foot processes

2. Intramural Peri-Arterial Drainage (IPAD):
• Drainage between smooth muscle basement membrane in tunica media of
arterioles
• Matches the predominant distribution of Aβ deposition in CAA

Glymphatic Pathway

IPAD Pathway

Clinical Manifestations
• Hemorrhagic Patterns
•
•
•
•

Acute intraprenchymal hemorrhage
Convexal subarachnoid hemorrhage
Cerebral microbleeds
Cortical superficial siderosis

• CAA-related inflammation (CAA-RI)

• Cognitive Impairment

Cognitive
Impairment
in Cerebral
Amyloid
Angiopathy

Acute ICH
(most common)

• Location: Lobar
hemorrhage (cortex and
subcortical white matter)
• Presentation: Headaches,
transient focal neurological
deficits(TFNS), seizures,
altered consciousness
• Symptoms severity depends on
the size & location of
hematoma

• Diagnosis: CT, MRI-GRE

Acute ICH
• Treatment: surgical vs.
supportive
• Aggressive blood pressure
control (PROGRESS trial)

• Prognosis: highest cause of
morbidity & mortality in
CAA patients
• Associated with a high risk or
recurrence
• WMH and cerebral
microbleeds independently
increase risk

Convexal Subarachnoid Hemorrhage
• Presentation: TFNS,
progressive headache, or
seizures, nausea/emesis,
vertigo, confusion, mental
• Amyloid Spells (TFNS):
motor/sensory deficits,
dysphagia, aphasia

• Pathophysiology: Due to
amyloid accumulation in
leptomeningeal vessels

A, Intrasulcal high signal
intensity on
FLAIR MRI, linear
hyperdensity on unenhanced
CT (inset), and signal loss
on gradient echo T2*
MRI (B) indicate acute
subarachnoid blood in
the right central sulcus. On
readmission 31
months later due to sudden
left arm paresis,
DWI MRI (C; ADC map:
inset) demonstrated
small acute ischemic infarcts
in the right precentral
gyrus (arrows). On T2*weighted MRI
(D), widespread meningeal
hemosiderosis
(arrows) beyond the region
of the initial cSAH
and a contralateral corticosubcortical microbleed
(dotted arrow) had
developed (Note: B
does not represent the exact
corresponding
slice). cSAH indicates
convexal subarachnoid
hemorrhage; FLAIR, fluidattenuated inversion
recovery; DWI, diffusionweighted imaging.

Convexal Subarachnoid Hemorrhage
• Diagnosis: CT, MRI-GRE
• Treatment: supportive
• Prognosis: Poor.
Unfavourable outcomes in
patients with:
• Age >60
• Cerebral microbleeds
• Early/Late confluent white
matter hyperintensities

CAA-Related Inflammation (CAA-RI)
• Pathophysiology: Anti-Aβ
autoantibodies causing
vasculitis or perivasculitis
• Both can co-exist
• Perivascular type has better
prognosis

High power view of the histology demonstrating transmural
inflammation of a cortical blood vessel with red blood cells in the
lumen (arrowhead) and a multinucleated giant cell (long arrow).

• Presentation:
acute/subacute onset of
headache, cognitive decline,
seizures, encephalopathy,
focal deficits

CAA-Related Inflammation (CAA-RI)
Diagnosis
• MRI Findings: Large,
confluent, asymmetrical areas
of WMH & microbleeds
• Labs: elevated ESR, CRP
• CSF Analysis: pleocytosis,
elevated protein & opening
pressure
• EEG: generalized or focal
slowing

Proposed Diagnostic Criteria for CAA-RI
[Chung 2011]
Probable CAA-I
All of the following:
• Acute or subacute onset of symptoms.
• 40 years of age or older.
• At least one of the following clinical features: headache, mental status or behavioural change, focal
neurological signs and seizures.
• MRI shows patchy or confluent T2 or fluid attenuation inversion recovery hyperintensity which is:
•
•
•

usually asymmetric
with or without mass effect
with or without leptomeningeal or parenchymal enhancement.

• Evidence of pre-existing CAA on susceptibility weighted MRI sequences:
•
•

multiple cortical and subcortical hemorrhages or microhemorrhages and/or
recent or past lobar hemorrhage

• absence of neoplastic, infectious or other cause
Definite CAA-I
All of the above plus histopathological confirmation with:
• perivascular, transmural and/or intramural inflammation
• amyloid deposition within vessels of affected area in the cortex and leptomeninges.

CAA-RELATED INFLAMMATION (CAA-RI)
• Treatment: Pulse-dose
corticosteroids
• Consider immunotherapy with
cyclophosphamide,
methotrexate, mycophenolate
mofetil

• Prognosis: responds well to
treatment within first few
weeks. Relapse is common
with reduction or cessation
of immunotherapy
Perivascular inflammation, amyloid deposition in artery (thin arrow),
epithelioid cell (arrowhead) and multinucleated giant cell (thick
arrow)

Clinical course of treatment with steroid in CAA-RI [Case Report by Sakaguchi et.al]

relapse

*No relapse

Clinical course of treatment with steroid in CAA-RI [Case Report by Sakaguchi et.al]

relapse

*No relapse

OTHER FEATURES OF CAA
Microbleeds
• 2-5 mm punctuate hemosiderin deposits
• Result from blood extravasation through microvasculature
• Evident on MRI (GRE or SWI sequences)

Superficial Siderosis
• Chronic foci of hemorrhage in the cortical sulci
• Thought to be a chronic manifestation of a convexal subarachnoid
hemorrhage

• Uncommon in patients with ICH of other causes
• Disseminated SS increases the risk of recurrent ICH

Diagnosing CAA:
Boston Criteria
Pathology Available
• Definite CAA
• Full postmortem
• Lobar intraparenchymal
hemorrhage
• Severe CAA with vasculopathy

• Probable CAA
• Pathologic tissue
• CAA in specimen (biopsy or
evacuated hematoma)

• Neuroimaging Data
• Lobar intraparenchymal
hemorrhage, cerebral MBs, or
superficial siderosis

No Pathology Available
• Probable CAA
• Age >55 years
• Neuroimaging data
• Multiple lobar intraprenchymal
hemorrhages and cerebral MBs
• Single lobar intraparenchymal
hemorrhage and superficial
siderosis

• Possible CAA
• Age >55 years
• Neuroimaging data
• Single lobar intraparenchymal
hemorrhage and superficial
siderosis

Diagnosing CAA:
CSF Biomarkers for Early Detection
• Rationale: patients with
Alzheimer's Disease (AD)
have decreased Aβ42 and
increased Tau protein in
the CSF
• Decreased CSF
concentrations of Aβ42
and Aβ40 have been
found in CAA patients
• Aβ40 helps differentiate
between CAA and AD

Diagnosing CAA:
PiB-PET Imaging for Early Detection

THERAPEUTICS &
CONTRAINDICATIONS IN CAA
Ponezumab
• Monoclonal antibody against Aβ; initially trialled in AD
• Well tolerated among patients
Antihypertensives:
• PROGRESS Trial – for patients with a probable diagnosis of CAA, active
treatment versus placebo reduced the risk of further bleeds by 77%.
• Rigorous BP control with target of:
• <140 mmHg (systolic) and <90 mmHg (diastolic)

Statins:
• May increase the risk of ICH recurrence
• SPARCL trial
• Statins had a positive effect in patients with a history of stroke /TIA
• Incidence of ICH was increased in patients taking statins versus placebo

TREATMENT OF CAA
Thrombolysis:
• Insufficient evidence to justify withholding antithrombotics in patients with
ischemic strokes (risk versus benefits analysis)
Anticoagulants:
• Presence of microbleeds may increase vitamin-K-antagonists associated
ICH
• NOACs carry a lower risk of ICH compared to vitamin-K-antagonists
• In patients with Atrial Fibrillation, consider other therapeutic options (i.e.
left atrial appendage closure)
Antiplatelets:
• Aspirin (ASA) is associated with lobar hemorrhages and microbleeds
• Clopidogrel + ASA increase the risk of fatal bleeds

Severity Grading
(used routinely in neuropathology)
Olichney et al.
• 0 - no Aβ positive blood vessel
• 1 - scattered Aβ positivity in
leptomeningeal or intracortical blood
vessels
• 2 - strong circumferential Aβ
positivity in leptomeningeal or
intracortical blood vessels
• 3 - widespread, strong, circumferential
Aβ positivity in leptomeningeal or
intracortical blood vessels
• 4 - same as (3) with additional
dysphoric features

Vonsattel et al.
• Mild: amyloid is restricted to the
tunica media without significant
destruction of smooth muscle cells
• Moderate: tunica media is replaced
by amyloid and is thicker than normal
• Severe: extensive amyloid deposition
with focal wall fragmentation or even
double barreling of the vessel wall,
microaneurysm formation, fibrinoid
necrosis, and leakage of blood
through the blood vessel wall
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